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Experts shoo bats f rom Education building
by Joelle Subourne

How Not To Get Rabies

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students frequenting the Education building have
it h eard it before, but this time it is definite:
Th e bat problem h as fin ally been solved.
Marshall Hanks and Will Bright, two bat removal
experts from Wisconsin, announced in a J anuary 3
meeting with administrator s and environmental
safety personnel that the bats will not be able to
return to the building once they have left.
Hanks and Bright used over 200 t ubes of a caulking compound along the roof line of the building,
where stretches of separation allowed the bats to
enter the space between the outer and interior walls.
The pair also identified seven major roosting areas. They deodorized and sanitized the areas, finally
encasing the bat's guano in a sealant.
The building is guaranteed against future bat
infestation for four years. It will be completely free of
bats after the lasy of the "stragglers" find their way
through any of the seven "excluders" thathave been
built to permit the bats still inside the building's SOURCE: The Orange County Animal Control Office
walls to exit.
The excluders are cones of wire with a wider hole do not allow them to re-enter.
at the base than at the tip.
If the bats do not find their way out through the
They allow the bats to leave, but, due to the shape, excluders, they will work their way into the building

and then be disposed of.
According to Hanks,"A relatively .small, but undetermined number ofbats have remained in the building." No new bats sh ould be able to work their way
into the building n.ow that it has been caulked.
Accor ding to Dean McFall, director of UCF Public
Affairs, Hanks and Bright were found after contacting the Bat Conservation Society. Hanks and Bright
have handled some 700 bat removal jobs throughout
the United States.
"Almost without exception, their references were
very high," explained McFall. Their services cost
UCF$6800.
In addition to inspecting the Education building,
Hanks and Bright also surveyed other buildings on
campus to determine their vulnerability to infestation.
With the exception of the administration building,
the library, and the health and physics building, all
other buildings received a clean bill of health. UCF
officials plan to take steps to secure these buildings
against bats.

Information from the UCF Report was used in compiling this article.

Winter break parking lot resurfacing has smooth finish ·
by R. Norman Moody
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite some problems, crews were
able to complete the resurfacing and
re striping of more than 35 acre of parking spaces on campus.
The $46,150 project was completed
between December 17 and January 2,
with crews working through Christmas and New Years Day.
Mike Spinnato, campus civil engi-

neer 1 said the campus community
cooperated, but there were some problems.
Even though notices of the project
were posted, some peop seemed o
have ignored them. Many did not move
their cars from the lots due to be resurfaced.
During the project, 33 cars had to be
towed from the lots, c3usingtiine problems.
·
Owners of the vehicles removed

were not charged for the towing. A UCF
tow truck and driver were used.
Spinnato said there were also problems with people walk"ng through the
wet ealcoat and yellow stripes.
"You can see foot and bicycle tire
prints on the sidewalk between the
administration building and parking
lot 5," Spinnato added.
Spinnato said despite the problems
encowiter, the task was much easier
this time than when the lots were re-

coated some eight years ago.
"Without the help of the Police department it wouldn't have gone as
smooth," he said.
UCFs Police Department directed
the traffic flow and and saw that some
of the Jots were blocked off until the
striping was dry.
More than 19 miles of yellow paint
striping was used to mark out the 4,432
SEE PARKING PAGE 5

Martin Luther King Day
"I believe that unarmed
truth and unconditional
love will have the final
word in reality."
Martin Luther King Jr.
-from his Nobel Prize for
Peace acceptance speach,
Dec. 10, 1964, Oslo
University's auditorium

Monday, Jan. 16, Martin Luther King Day, is a national holiday and all classes are cancelled.
The Black Student Union will be sponsoring festivities in the Student Center Auditorium from 12 a.m. until
1:30 p.m. on Tuesday. The theme is "The Dream: A
terrible thing to waste" and will be a tribute to the life and
legacy of Martin Luther King."
The festivites will include speaches and songs.

SPORTS

•

The women's basketball team won its first conference game of the season. Also, see how Ken
Leeks has made the transition to college basket-ball. (Page. 12)

YOU'VE GOT TO FIGHT
It's that time again. It's time to stand in line, to read and reread the class directory and to fight for
your classes.

CONFETTI

NEWS CLIPS

•

This week Confetti
takes a look at the events
of 1988; Also, reviews of
Whoopi at the Bob Carr,
Melanie Griffith in Working
Girl and Duran Duran's

Big Thing.
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Advice for students:
study crime prevention
used to find the owner.
Dorm residents should refrain from giving out their
While UCF does not have keys or inviting strangers into
,
the violent crime problem that the dorm.
other campuses have, campus
It is also a bad idea to adofficials say students still need vertise the fact that your dorm
to take precautions.
is unoccupied.
Amy Allmann, Resident
"If girls are going to be out,"
Assistant for Seminole Hall, said Allman, "they leave on
has some advice that can help their message boards that they
make the campus safer for are going to be out."
residents.
Other weapons that..can be
"One of our main policies is used to combat the threat of ·
for people to lock their doors," crime on campus are the variAllmann said. "We do rounds ous escort and patrol organizaat night and some girls leave tions on campus.
their doors wide open."
· The Student Escort Patrol
Allman advises students to "escorts students who are a
get their valuables engraved. little nervous about walking at
This process entails having night," explained Sgt. Thomas
the student's driver's license Blanton, Patrol Commander.
or Social Security number
If a student wishes to enlist
engraved onto the property. If the aid of the SEP, they may
the article is recovered by the
police, the numbers can be
SEE SECURITY PAGE 4
by Dan Horowitz
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GIVE THE REAL YOU

Another UCF student has braved the initial fear and is being a good Samaritan. T~e Central Florida
Blood Mobilewason campus Tuesday.

ington to make hazing a federal cr:ime.
Mark Seeberger was taken on
Much os the su\:ICess in
a "ride."
drawing attention to hazing
According to sworn testi- practices and lobbying for legmony, the 18-year-old Univer- islatio can be attributed to
sity of Texas freshman was Eileen Stevens, a Sayville, NY
handcuffed with two other woman whose son died ofacute
pledges to the roof of a van and alcohol poisoning during a
ordered to drink 18 ounces of hazing incident in 1978.
While locked in a car trunk,
rum with his free hand. Instead of dropping him off and her son Chuch Stenzel, a stuletting him find his way back dent at Alfred College, was
as planned, he was taken to his ordered to drink a pint of whisdorm room.
key a fifth of wine and a six
Mark Seeberger was dead pack of beer.
in the morning.
In February, 1988, an 18- •STATE'S BUSINESS
Florida's present business
year-old Rutgers freshman
pl edge died after being ordered conditions are good and are
to drink until he was sick.
expected to stay that way for at
Over the past 10 years, 43 least the next six months, achazing deaths have been re- cording to the latest Certified
ported. It has now been real- Public Accountants Poll. The
ized that the "silly and danger- one dark cloud in the economic
ous" things students do to gain forecast is the federal budget
acceptance into fraternities deficit.
The poll was conducted in
are becoming a national crisis.
Whether hazing has in- mid-November and has outcreased is unclear. No accu- looks for the national and state
rate records were kept until economies. It also covers pos1978, and there is no central sible effects of the new adminireporting office. Also, many stration in Washington, proshazing injuries and deaths go pects for key business sectors
unnoticed because fraternity and projections for key ecoand sorority members must nomic and financial indicaad.here to a "conspiracy of si- tors.
The CPA poll rated present
lence."
Now, in addition to Greek Florida business conditions
and university policies, 29 overwhelmingly good, with
states have anti-hazing laws, only 3.8 percent saying the
and there is a move in Wash- conditions are bad. However,
• HAZING:SAY NO
(U.) On September 17, 1986,

1

53 percent stats that the federal budget deficit is the biggest factor that will affect the
1989 economy.
• EXPENSES EXPENSIVE

science books were banned
because of parental protests.
In many cases,the parents
objected because the books
"presented subjects such as
homosexuality, abortion and
extramarital sex favorably" or
that the books were to explicit.
"American Heritage" was
banned in Anchorage, Alaska
because of its inclusion of the
words "ass", "ball", "knockers"
and "nuts".
Unless President Colboum
bans the banned book display,
it can be seen at the Library
through January 31.

(CPS)Freshmen at the 500
most expensive private campuses in America will spend
and average of $11,132 in tuition, fees, room and board this
school year, the College Board
reported Sept. 8.
The Board, which also publishe summaries of college
costs and enrollments at public campuses, noted the 5000
most expensive campuses
have 75 percent of all the stu- •JOB FAIR
dents who go to independent,
The Career Resource Cenas opposed to public, schools.
ter of Partime and Summer
The $11,132 average repre- Student Employment will host
sents a 7.39 percent increase a Job Fair during the Spring
over 1986-87's prices. How- semester.
ever, the Consumer Price InThe Job Fair is scheduled to
dex rose much slower, at 4.3 be held on Wednesday, Janupercent, during the same pe- . ary 18, 1989 from lOam to 2pm
on the Health and Physics
riod.
green.
The Job Fair will be moved
• SEE THE BANNED
The UCF Library has 93 into the Student Center Audi"Banned Books" from the tiorium in the event of inclemAmerican Library Association ent weather.
on display.
Titles that have been • CREDIT CRISIS
banned by some institutions
(U.) Students seem to have
include "The American Heri- adopted the same spirit of roottage Dictionary of the English ing for the home team when
Language", "Concepts in Biol- using their easily acquired
ogy", "Woman's Body", "Gone credit cards.
With the Wind" and "Jaws".
Opportunities to get a credit
Many of the biology and card on college campuses are

plenty. Solicitations are made
at registration and at sign-up
booths outside student centers. Applications are available on campus bullentin
boards, newspaper racks and
bookstores, and pre-approved
applications often arrive in the
mail. It is sometimes easier
for students to get credit than
it is for adults. But along with
the easy credit comes the potential for abuse, a trap many
students are falling into.
Although most college students use credit wisely, the 4
percent of student cardholders
who default on their debts can
cause serious side effects. A
student can sidetrack their
education ot ruin their credit
rating. Although there are
several possible causes, many
believe the lack of discipline is
the most prevalent cause for
runaway debt.
Unless students are financing their education with
credit, which is an investment,
those with a limited income
should "just say no" to credit
cards.
However, credit card companies don't make saying no
easy.
Eager to latch onto customers who will continue to use
their cards after graduation
and usually have much bigger
incomes, credit card issuers
see college students as their
future.
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"extra eyes and ears for the
police department", according
FROM PAGE3
to Mrs. Christi Hartcler,_Associate Director of Housing.
The "intent [of the RHAP's
either find a member patrol1ing on campus or call is] to provide a safer environextension 2424. "They are ment for the resident
radio dispatched to wherever. students ... their presence (is
they [the student] are at," said an attempt) to prevent vandalism from occurring," said Mrs.
Sgt. Blanton.
TheSEPpatrolsfrom 7p.m. Hartcler.
The RHAP's work from
to 12 a.m. weekdays. They
plan to extend their hours to 1 11 :30 p.m. until 6 a.m.
RHAP's cover the seven
am to cover the extra hours
residence
halls and the Comthat the library is open.
RHAP's (Residence Hall mons. They cannot patrol outAuxiliary Patrol) are the side the residence hall area.

SECURITY

AROUND THE WORLD
This Florida Teleguide terminal is located in the Student Center near the Student Government
offices. A student can see the sights of other countries by just pushing a button or two.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIR

DON'T BOAT DRUNK

''
BEST DIRECTOR
ALAN PARKER

You won'tnotice
any difference,
butyour country will.

BEST ACTOR GENE HACKMAN
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
FRANCES McDORMAND"

The five minutes you
spend registering with
Selecti e Service at the post
office won't change you .
But it will make a difference
to your country. So whenyou turn 18, register with
Selective Service. Its quick.
It 'seasy. And it's tbelaw.

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW

''THE BEST AMERICAN FILM Of 1988!'
Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

''THE YEAR'S MOST POWERFUL MOVIE:'

Apublic service message of this
publiC2tion and Selective Service System.

THE POWER
TO OVERCOME.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

GENE

HACKMAN

WILLEM

DAFOE

An ALAN PARKER film

ZOLLO Pro~uction An ALAN PARKER Film
GENE HACKMAN WILLEM DAFOE "MISSISSIPPI BURNING" orP M• ~TREVOR JONES Edited~ GERALD HAMHUNG, ~t[
Production Designers PHILIP HARRISON GEOFFREY KIRKLAND ORectorof PIKJtwJrar'rt PETER BIZIOU,a~t Writtoo~CHRIS GEROLMO
R u.;:Ri[~~\;:ACGC8~~~::1•0 ® ~~ Produce~~, FREDERICK ZOLLO an~ ROBERT ECOlESBERRY OirectOO ~ALAN PARKER
AFREDERICK

DOL=.~!

Prinls by Deluxe® READ THE SIGNET PAPERBACK

e> 1980 Orlon P1e1u1t1 Cofoor111oo,.. Algh11 A•.."""'

An

ORiOi"f PICTURES Release

OPENS FRIDAY, JANUARY 13th AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU.

Last year, we helped ·
over a million people do
simple but extraordinary
things like walk, speak
and laugh.
Give the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals.

•
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PARKING
FROM PAGE 1

paved spaces on campus.
Thirty six new spaces were
added to lot 4 after some curbing and planters were removed. ~
Spinnato said in the past
the lots were redone at about 3

Doiitdie

year intervals and that this
time it has been more than 8
years.
"It was a big problem not
being able to get the funds to
redo the lot," Spinnato said.
"We had to redo them this
year.
The~e were just too many
yellow lines showing through
the old sealcoat."

of

embarrassment.
Yes, ii (;oulcl l.>c c111barrassi11g
lo ask a man lo wcu.r a condorn,
especially if you don't know him
very well.
· But that's ~aclly who youneed to ask ~the man you don't
know.
And if he says no, so can you.
Because you just can't be sure
who's infected with the AIDS virus.

TUESDAY
NIGHT

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

. All You Can Eat

Live Band

Rock Shrimp
$9.95

No Cover

Jason Webb

Not having sex is one sure
way to avoid AIDS. If you decide
lo have sex, using a condom is

THURSDAY
NIGHT

your best protection.
It's as simple as thal.
AIDS is incurable, and if you
get it, you'll likely die.
So start carrying condoms
and lei! your partner lo use U1em.

I

Wear Your UCF

or Thirsty Gator
T-shirts a..n.d get
$3.00 pitchers

Because the consequences
of gelling AIDS are more than

3040 N. Goldenrod Rd.• Orlando, FL• 678-0148

AIDS

jusl a lillle
embarrassing.

- - - - - They're deadly.

If you think you can't get it,

you're dead wrong.

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central, Oviedo. Florida
365-5276

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

.

COUPON

!l!CTllC CIRCUS
Get 2 Tokens for the price of 1
With This Coupon
Lake Howell Square
Goldenrod Square
1271 State Rd. 436
Casselberry, Florida

:

• NEXT To

UNITED

.;Q84 North Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, Florida

ARTISTS CINEMA

NEXT To PLm 0NEMA

·········~························
THE TRAVEL CENTRE OF ORLANDO INC.
7448 Aloma Ave.

'Wmtcr Park, Fla. 32792 Toni S. Baker
(407) 657-6608 Office
"(407) 657-0051 Home

SKI
SPECTACULAR
CAESAR'S TAHOE
MARCH 5-10
PACKAGE PRICE PER PERSON:
Double Occupancy:

5 NIGHTS/ 4 DAYS:

$799.00

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Transportation.
Luxurious accommodations.
Room tax/Baggage handling gratuities.
All day lift tickets at Heavenly Valley.
TransportatiQn to anf from Heavenly Valley's
California Base Lodge facility each day.
Single day membership at Ceasar's Spa.
One buffet dinner at the Evergreen Buffet.
One show at Ceasar's Crystal Cabaret.
Two at Casino Bar.
Complimentary Ski storage ( skis not allowed in
hotel rooms).

HIGHLIGHTS:
After a day on the slopes, Ceasar's Tahoe offers the finest "might
skiing". Review the day's events over coctails at the Fireside Lounge.
The perfect place to unwind is at our Crystal Cabaret Lounge
featuriing nightly live entertainment. A great way to unwind the d;ay.
Ceasars Spa offers the finest 1n Universal weight equipment, sauna,
steam room and lockers. The unique lagoon-style swimm1ng pool
boasts twin waterfalls, rock islands and jacuzzi.

-----~

Starts Friday, Januafy 13th At ASelect Theatre Near You

~-·-~
~

.

THE TR:\\'EL

CE~THE

'
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Afew of the students
··who can now afford aMacintosh.

. Introducing Apple's ·
Student Loan-to-Own Program:
Lots of students would like their own
Macintosh® computer at school. But not
many have the credit to buy one.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program - an ingenious
program that makes getting your own
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application at the
location listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN.

Have your parents fill it out, sign it, and
send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check in just a few weeks.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over several years.

So, if a little credit is all that's keeping
you from a Macintosh, why wait? With the
Student Loan-to-Own Prog_ram, Apple
makes it easy.

For more infonnation or an application
contact the UCF Computer Store at 281-5434

©1988 Apple Computer, Inc., Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Let. Someone Else
Drlveth You Home

If you need help 'doing your taxes, call or visit your
local IRS office. And make your taxes less tmcing.

Looking so smart!

Make your taxes less taxing.
Do them today. .

It doesn·r 1akr ii ior of monrv In look likr a million.
For prrcisiu11 r11ts . fashion pr mis. and TI1e Y:.'lte.R
profrssi1111al li11r nf hair nm• prod11rts. ARreal look ill
a ~ re al pri rr . What ro11ld ht• smnrtl'r?
Finrl out for yourself why people keep coming
hack to COST CUTTIU~

'

A Public Service of This Publication &

b!:.ij R~ ~

SUNCREST VILLAGE
10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

679-6766

•

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

;~7Siiair;~;r - 1~~s~;.~~ -r-203- orr;
I
Body Wave
Long hair or specialty wraps
I
slight additional charge.
I
Appoinunents recommended.
I Walk-ins subject to availability.
I •wilh coupcm.
Good

(Regular $6.95)

(Regular $24.95)

All Hair Lengths.
No Appointment Necessary.

•With this coupon.
Not valid with any
other offer.

this
Not valid with any

GoodThru

112.2189

Thru

I
I
I
I
I

In stock

SERIES and
Haircare Products

With this coupon
· May be UICd
with an.achl:d
coupons

1127189

ollx:r offer.

GoodTuv
l{Z}.189

The Wedding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's

• Bridals
• Brides Maids
•Guest Dresses
•Free Alterations

• Mothers' Gowns
• Banquets
•Parties
•Sizes 3 - 26 1 /2

Special order from all Bridal m agazines or
';choose from in-stock gowns with no waiting.
rcentral Florida's reliable wedding tradition
\ for 48 years.
'·
/
"~ \ , / ,\
Call today for an appointment.
Brenner's Fashion Square
Brenner's Florida Mall

~

898-6122

855-7555

Two healthy reasons to pick up
your free nutrition booklet.
Now at your Food Stamp Office.
A Public Service of
. .
.
~\I This Newspaper, The Advertising Council
LOU"ICI & The U.S. Department of Agriculture.

G~

FOOD STAMPS CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. FS-88-1397-2 COL.

Tt£N

~A~O£N

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

CHINESE RESTAURANT
The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!

featuring:

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan

. .-

•1111

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

MEAL PLAN NOW AVAILABLE
Private Parties to Accomodate 35
reservations suggested

281-1864
1 1 7 8 6 East Colonia l D r ive
Alafay a Villa g e • Orla ndo, F l

M-F: 11 :00-10 :00 • S & S : 11 :30-10:00 P.M.

f

~

KWV. 110

~

N

t"

•

UCF

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

Opinion ®1iilwx11111111ms1111rff11a•1111,w:.••111111j,,zr:mmx,... . .
DOn't just let the
'big boys' decide
your fee increase
The athletic fee issue has been tossed around now
for months. Athletic Director Gene McDowell threw
it out to a committee, the committee discussed it a bit,
and together they came up with a proposal. The
proposal was backed by Student Government President Denver Stutler as well as President Trevor
Colbourn and picked up by local media.
But then came Christmas break.
The issue is still being picked apart by campus
officials. The radio stations are airing defenses by
McDowell and Stutler.
Now they're getting off the subject by crying sensationalism. The controversy is alive and kicking but
everyone seems to be overlooking the most important
issue here:
How do the students feel?
UCF students got involved in this like never before. They called the newspaper and circulated petitions. Some came out strongly against the increase
and others for it. But they were ignored by student
representatives.
· Now they are starting to fade back and let the big
boys handle it. By doing this they are sealing their
own fate.
The athletic fee increase will be decided at the
Board of Regents meeting January 27.
This decision will affect all students who attend
UCF in the fall and they should be consulted on this
one. Have any student representatives bothered to
take a formal campus poll? Have those elected officials who stood day after day on the sidewalk to solicit
votes bothered to go out and ask the typical students
how they feel?
Perhaps the majority of UCF students are very
much in favor of the athletic fee increase and won't
mind paying $6.15 per credit hour. Or maybe they
don't support the athletic program at all.
In either case, the decision-makers should find out
whether students are ready to support such a hefty
financial endeaver. In the event no one asks, students
should continue to take an active voice on this decision. They are the ones who are capable of changing
it or letting it pass. Before the BOR votes on the fee,
they should know how students feel about it and
students need to let them know.
There are a number of routes students can still
take to voice their opinions. Letters to the editor are
still coming in as are phone calls to student government senators and administrators. Students should
direct all phone calls and written correspondence to
both:
Student Government
c/o Denver Stutler
SC155
275-2191
and to us:
Letters to the Editor
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000 UCF
Orlando, FL 32816
or just drop it by our News office (we're located next
to the health center on the north side of cawpus.)

~The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
1 f"l
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor In Chief

Leslie M. Jorgensen
Managing Editor
Deputy Managing Editor/
Design
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Ad Production Manager
Classified Manager

An ordinary box for

Chris~mas

Christmas morning in downtown Orlando, Jacob
Owens carried his Frigidaire box along Orange
Avenue.
In the spirit of the holiday season, I pictured a
family sitting in the den, kids still playing with their
toys, mom happily opening and closing the door to
her new spacious Frigidaire refrigerator (side-byside freezer, ice maker, self·defrosting, and in just
the right color) , and dad hurrying to the corner to freedom of movement.
discard some of the boxes and many of the wrappings
The box resisted the conditions of it's confinement,
(except the bows).
as he carried it under one arm.
Then again, maybe it's not what was in the box but
Jacob carried this box because it was his home.
what is going to be in the box? This big sturdy box
Jacob's box never contained a gift for his wife nor
would be the perfect container to place a family's was it ever the play toy for his children.
most valuable belongings for their move to a new
There was no family or mistletoe, fireplace with
stockings, tree or egg nog;just a box and a man tucked
home.
After unwrapping all their new Christmas pres- away in some small unseen corner of Mayor Bill
ents, Jacob's family might be using the box to send all Frederick's Orlando, "the city beautiful", for the long
their old clothes to the Salvation Army.
night.
These yuletide visions quickly left and I found
Next Christmas after I unwrap my new Frigidaire,
myself facing a man who's contrast - with the and before I throw out the box, I might throw in a
neatness and external perfection of the downtown pillow and a blanket, as it might become someone's
home.
high-rises - brought him attention.
This week neither a razor or a shower had been
A box was always my favorite Christmas gift. The
convenient for Jacob, but his unruly hair did receive box was not the actual gift, but one of the constants in
a brush and a poke as he caught his reflection in the life is that gifts come in boxes.
window of the Barnett Bank building.
And most children, much to their parents dismay,
Jacob, a 1980's nomad, had a life with very little throw down their new toy, after exhausting all the
stability or permanence.
possibilities as seen on the commercials, and proceed
His enduring lifestyle required practicality, sim- to play for hours with the cardboard toy that is shaped
plicity and ease of movement.
by their imagination .
He wore his entire wardrobe and carried his beA cardboard box is a wonderful thing, but, even in
longings in a bag. One of J acob's possessions, the a child's wildest fantasies, a box cannot become a
Frigidaire box, slowed his walk and hindered his home.

Dave Schlenker

A. Scott Horner
Crickett Drake
Chris Brady
Suzannah G. Terry
Eric Dentel
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Charmaine Mendoza
Scott Pruitt

Opinions expressed In Tiu Cc111ral FIOf'ida Flll1tu ore those of the editor orwrtter a nd not
necessarily those of the Boord of Publications. University Administration, or Boord of
Regents. letters to t he Editor must be typed and Inc lude t he ou1hor's signature,
major a nd phone number. Letters ore subject to editing and become the c opyrighted propertyof the newspaper. TluCen11UIPIOf'idaF1111m Is a free , non-profit, twice
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.

• A MODEST REPLY

themselves until much later in life.
In theinterest ofbrevity, I have
Secondly issuing every per son listed only a few criticisms of his
in America with a .38 Special proposal. I would like to suggest
would set the national debt back that in the future Mr. Campanaro
several billion dollars. This is not restrict himself to writing comincluding the cost of setting up and edy.
maintaining the firing ranges and
the inspection of the weapons.
Alfred Taylor
Another
flaw
in
Mr.
computer science
Campanaro's proposal is that he
failed to realize the human poten- If you would like to write a letter
tial for anger. It is perfectly normal to the editor, a helpful hint.to the
to entertain thoughts of violence. wise: Letters must be typed,
What prevents us from carrying double spaced and must include
them out is the inability to in- your name, major and telephone
stantly translate them into reality. number.
1

Editor:
In regard to the January 5 article "A modest proposal on gun
control," I would like to suggest
that it be retitled as "Three easy
steps to anarchy." To title the article any other way is like saying
hydrogen bombs make noise.
The first flaw in Mr .
Campanar o's pr oposal is that psychology is not an exact science,
especially when the subject is
eleven or twelve years old. True,
personality traits don't manifest

' I

..

'.'
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CAMPUS LITE
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ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

RUBES

by Leigh Rubin
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My fh~~
country tis
of fleQs ...

Junk Mailman
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STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Ellglble for Some Type of Financial
Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

DELTA SIG·M A Pl
UCF'S Professional
Co-Ed Fraternity

BUSINES:o MAJORS

r:><;

H<.:

I
~~

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding .
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
There's money available for students who have been newspaper
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free

Broch~re

(800 346-6401

••

J

fi__j

~-------------------~
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,

RUSH

~

89

ENTRY LEVEL
This December or Recent Graduates
Put Your New College Degree To Work

JANUARY 13 - FRIDAY THE 13th PARTY
12013 ALFAYA WOODS COURT
ALAFAYA TRAIL, TAKE THE FIRST LEFT
SOUTH OF THE ENTRANCE TO THE
CENTRAL FL RESEARCH PARK

l!il!l~!i!i:1: 1:

::]l•TiTilil ill fl. fl llll 1
THURS JAN 19 - MEET THE CHAPTER

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801.
·············~···············~···
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN

UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
7:30 PM PROFESSIONAL DRESS

~l•l~lljl~~
SAT JAN 21 -

. We offer:

PARTY

II

ON GOLDENROD ROAD, 1/2 MILE SOUTH OF HWY.sQifJ!i~
8 PM CASUAL DRESS

Bright, agressive individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, expanding in Central Florida.
Management trainees begin at $1200/ mo. + OT with
1st year income of $17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Recent
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411 or send reaume to:

• 20-35 hours per week
• Flexible scheduling
• .11 area locations .
• Training program
• Competitive compen~tion

If you will be gr~duatingin the next 18 months and are
interested in part time work to trr:tin management expe-

rience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.

_J

-~

Alpha Tau Omega
ATn Outrageous Spring Rush il91 Thursday
Jan. 12th. Y106fm party8pmto12am. University Dining Room.
Friday Jan. 13th. "South of the Border Party•
Door Prizes. Bpm-1 am University Dining

Room.
Saturday Jan. 14th. Noon to 4:00pm Bar-8Que at the ATC Housel
·
Saturday Jan. 14th. a·oopm to 1:OOam "Island
Party" Am House.
Sunday Jan 15th. 6pm- 10pm Semi-Formal
Buffet, ATC House. Invite Only.

Sigma Phl Epsilon
Christmas is over and I hope everyone had
fun. By the way our Lil Sis Vollyball team won
the girts division tournament. Way to go Girls I
Now here's a little story l'vegot to tell, about
the Sig Ep boys ya know so welll We got
started in 85, and ever sinoe then we've been
Kicking it live I Hit the beat box. We got the best
House in the neighborhood, tell me I'm lying,
I wish you could I Sig Eps, where the Brotherhood is strong and the smell ofour House isn't.
Go Sig Ep where e the dues are cheap, not the
women. SFE is foreverlll

StarmakersClub meets to help people who
oppose negativity and won't settle for mediocrity and have a desire to be weathyl Please call
Michael at 647-2723.

Now Leasing
Beautiful 2bdrm-2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apt. Call 282-5657 for more Information.

Ladies earn $200 to $300 per week full or part
time selling roses in Orlando's finest nightclubs
& restaurants. Immediate openings. Must have
car. Call 896-5487 between 1oam & 4pm .

Room for rent. Home: Randy 327-2737,
774-0113.

Kelsey's Pizza - Needs drivers cooks and day
cashiers and waitresses. Apply at the store.
Part time warehouse work. Fork lift and carpet
cutting. Flexible hours,. Off University Blvd.
$4.50/hr. 671-5900.

Roommate Wanted
Nice house on Park Ave. Winter Park. 3bdr
2bth.,WIO, yard. Very enjoyable environment.
$250 + 113 utilities. Call Murat . H:647-3112
W:275-2111.
Roommate Needed I Fox Hunt Lanes:$123.75
per month + 1/4 utilities. Need someone
immediately! Call anytime and leave a message, pleasell Ask for Kathy 282-3981.
Roommate Nee~ed Nowl
A non-smoking female to share room in Sherwood. For~st. 2 bdr, 2 bth. Rent $145.00 mo +
113 ubl. Call 658-0571 (h) or 275-2865 (w). Ask
for Leslie.
Desperate
I'm looking for a nonsmoking female roomate
to share a one bedroom/ 1 bath apartment.
$160.mo. plus 1/2 utillties, + 112 dep . Call
ASAPI Jenny 275-3366.

Government Homes from $1 (U repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 805687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
French Racing bike. Like new, 12speed, paid
$300. Asking $145 obo. Call Kirk 381 -0610.
Waterbed. Queen, bookshelf & mirror, drawers, heater. $600 new, $300. obo. Greg @
277-9183 day, 273-2175 nite.

Quotes

UCF Tae Kwon Do
Want to make new friends , stay in shape and
learn a martial art? Join the UCF Tae Kwon
Do club. M,T 8-10, Th 7-9 MPR ED Bldg. or
call Wes White 679-8002 ·leave message.
S.P.A.
Student Personnel Association (SPA) . Officer
Elections for 1989.
Sunday January 15, 1989 6pm. Libraiy room
230 New and interested members welcome.

Waitress Wanted- Lunches and Weekends,
Part-time, Call Beth, J R Jakes 677·4169.
Good Pay.
·
Instructors, I need teachers to conduct weekend seminars for a National Company. Great

FOR SALE BY OWNER-SUPER INVESTMENT!
UCF area. Furnished townhouse 3 bdrms,
2 1/2 baths, fans, pool, tennis. $62,000.
Call 351 -7020.

Is 11 True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts todayl
Call 1-312-742-1142.
"Quotes· is the advertising and public relations club, the student chapter of the Florida
Public Relations Assoc. Come to our 4 pm organizational meeting Wed. 18, sc211 .

CRUISE SHIPS JOBS
Now hiring men and women.
Summer and career Opportunities
Excellent Pay Plus World Travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, Etc.
CALL NOWI (206) 735-7000 ext. 253c

86 Honda Civic SI. Loaded, sun roof, air, must

Learn to become an Entrepreneur! Training
Program for those wanting to start their own
~usiness . There is no other program like this in
the m1mtr:y Cnntad Mc Hennessey

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, ru~h jobs.

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of srudent documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

-

LOST. Pi Kappa Alpha pin. Reward. 6294128.

Female Singer wanted for 60's influenced
Psychedelic, Folk- Rock Blues- Alternative Guitar Group. Must be
within UCF area lv1ostly
Original Material. Call Logan 380-2835 or
Palmer 365-8081

Cleaning/ No time between dasses, studying
of Parties? Will dean your House or Apt. for
f25 Call Jane & lean message

at s94-1784

sell, Call Scott 677-7563
M!F Roommate Needed, Master bdrm/ bth,
$2351 mo. Sherwood Forest 3 bdrm House. Jr/
Sri Grad Preferred. 658-4464.

1979 Toyota Corolla 4-door, AC, AT. Will get

you where you want to go. $800. or best offer.
Call 679-5512.

Female Roommate Wanted . Must be dean &
responsible . New House one mile from UCF
$200/ mnth plus 113 utilities. Call 679-9076
evenings.

2bdrmt 2bth lots of storage, clean. $425.00/
month, bike to UCF 282-5485.
Apt. 1 bdrm, walk to UCF $250. 851·7235.

Fast Typing Service

Attention - Hiring! Government Jobs- your
area. $17,840-$89,4$. Call 602-838-8885
Ext. R5780.

ACTION IN THE SAC
TONIGHT 7&9pm

Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCPs oldest typing firm. Sarne day and weekend service. Visa & Mastercard over 18,300
satisfied Students and 4 grouches!
671-3007.
Excellent Word Processing · 366-0538.

Demons,
You all really know how to organize one hell
of a pattyl Thanks tor all of your help! lknow
it will beTausomel See ya Down South.
Adios
To Bruce,
Sorry I missed your call. Every relationship
needs a disease. Love Woogams.

(Student Activities Center)

If2~@ EDDIE MURPHY WEEK
MONDAY 7&9pm
He's been chased,
thrown through a window, and arrested.
Eddie Murphy Is a Detroit cop
on vacation in Beverly Hiiis.

1~1:\11:1~1:r

AXEL FOLEY IS BACK.
BACK WHERE
HE DOESN'T BELONG.

EDDIE MURPHY
131:\~1-S

1-111.1-'c;

THE HEAT'S BACK ON!

APARAMOUNT
. . . . . PICTURE
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They're back
again .••

Romancing
a brand
new Stone.

CXJL:..·::.!9
ReEmd by llrifl retry Im lin lksbDm

WEDNESDAY
KNIGHT DANCING
9pmto1am
NEW

TUESDAV. 9pm
The Second
Step .
LIVE MUSIC!!

Music

FORMAT

FREE Nacho Bar 9-10:~

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
ALL PROGRAMS ARE
FREE WITH . A UCF

SJUDENT ID CARD.

EDD IE

MURPHY
UNCENSO.RED
UNCUT
I RR ES I ST I BLY••• ·

RAW
THf CON Cf AT MOVlf
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B-BALL

AMERICAN

CANCER

FROM PAGE 12

SOCIETY•

•

SPORTS PUB
3853 E. Colonial Dr. located at the corner of
Herndon & Colonial
(across form the AMC Fashion Village 8 theaters)

898-7972
Hours 11-2 am

.

LEEKS
FROM PAGE 12

• DAILY DRINK AND LUNCH SPECIALS
• 8' SCREEN TV• BIG SUPER BOWL
PARTY
• POOL TABLES, GAMES & DARTS
•
•
•
•

rebounds.
Dawn Jackson led Mercer
with 20 points and Stephany
Raines dished out a game-high
14 assists.
UCF improved its record to
8-5 after dropping three of its
last four games.
"We're back," Knight commented.
"How long we stay back is a
question."

DANCING & ENTERTAINMENT
LIVE DJ (Wednesday & Saturday nites)
FULL.SERVICE BAR
RAW OYSTER BAR, SHRIMP AND
SANDWICHES
( "we shuck 'em ... you suck 'em" )

Ken Leeks on top of the world,
or at least towering somewhere above it. But one thing
worries him - he's afraid of
failure.
He sees this disdain for failure as some sort of shortcoming or weakness, but he also
realizes its benefits in that it
motivates him to excel in
school work and basketball.
Strength or weakness, it
works. Last semester Leeks
scared up a 3.5 grade point

•

Knights for the second game in
a row. Junior forward Kelly
Bradley went down with a
twisted ankle with just over
eight minutes to play in the
first half.
Green sat out the game with
aknee injury. They were both
scheduled to see the doctor
Tuesday afternoon.
Seven of the next eight
games are conference games
for the Lady Knights, including a 7:30 p.m. contest tonight
against Stetson in the UCF
Gymnasium.

/,

average. And
"Then we can
opposing teams ·
jump out in front
have to be worearly and blow
ried about a guy
them out."
who has scored
The team has
165 points and
taken both abuse
grabbed 73 reand
good-nabounds in 11
tured ribbing
games.
about its record,
Yet
the
but Leeks feels
Knights have
the Knights will
lost ten of those
be much brighter
games. Leeks
in the games
Ken Leeks
says that statisahead, and his
tic is misleading and even next three seasons to come. "I
finds a good side to it.
don't mind the kidding now be"A team can see our record and cause we're going to have the
underestimate us," he said.
last laugh," Leeks said.

AMan's Gotta Do What AMan's Gotta Do

THURSDAY- COLLEGE NIGHT
"Beat the Clock"
50 ¢ Draft $3.75 Pitchers

1f

Mercer dropped to 4-6 overall and 1-2 in conference play.
Both coaches expect the conference race to be close.
"It's a very even conference," Knight said. "The team
that is playing the best will
win it.'"
Nixon agreed adding: "Our
conference is balanced. UCF is
not the doormat they were in
·the past. Our team is not the
doormat some expected we
woµld be."
Lady Knights' Notes: The
injury bug hit the Lady

responsibility in common.
They have to register with
Selective Service within 30 days

~ ~4'

of their 18th birthday.

It's quick. It 's easy.

"DON'T MISS THE FUN AND ACTION"

Hours: Monday - Thursday: 9am- 9pm
Friday: 9am- ?pm • Saturday: 1Oam- 2pm
MOVIE TICKETS
• General Cinema

DISCOUNT TICKETS

• Busch Gardens
Fashion Square
• Wet-N-Wild
Altamonte Mall
•Sea World
Parkwood Plaza
• Magic Kingdom
• EPCOT
Seminole Plaza
Colonial Promenade • Boardwalk &
• United Artist
Baseball
Lake Howell
PLUS:
. Republic Square
• General Information
Florida Mall
• UCF Phone
• UC-6
Directories
University Shoppes • Film Processing
• AMC Theatres
Service
Fashion Village 8
• Ticket Masters
Interstate 6
• Lost & Fol:.lnd

BASKETBALL
GAME
JANUARY 12
7:30 pm
AT THE OCEAN
CENTER IN DAYTONA

-

• Carpooling Service
CLOSED DURING ALL.BREAKS

For more information call:

275-2060
Services rovided b Stude

Government

-...

-

---

~----...----

Sports1,i••1f1••11••11•••••11W11EtF•.-:..,.•...,.
Guard·s lead ·ucF to conference win
Brown's 20 points, five assists and seven
steals performance fills void of Green's injury
by Roy Fuoco

combination of freshmen Kerstin
Skagius and Dawn Jackson.
"She [Knight] did a better job preAnessa Brown, starting at point paring her team at halftime than I did,"
guard for the injured Brinda Green, Mercer coach Ed Nixon commented.
scored 20 points and Yolanda Rhodes
UCF came out playfog stron g deadded 16 points off the bench as the fense in the second half. Mercer shot
Lady Knight s evened their conference just 25 percent from the field in the
record at 1-1 with a 92-82 win over secondhalfafter shooting51 percentin
Mercer University in the UCF Gymna- the first half.
sium Monday night.
Foul trouble by Skagius also hurt
"It's a win we really needed," UCF Mercer. Skagius, a 6-2 center from
Sweden, played only 23 minutes before
coach Beverly Knight said.
The teams stayed close throughout fouling out with 2:18 left to play. She
most of the game. Neither team had a finished with 19 points and a gamelead larger than six points until UCF, hi~h 15_rebounds.
.
sparked by eight consecutive points by
B~s1cally as long as she (Skagms)
Rhodes, went on al0-2 run to go up 85- - s~y~ m_the game, we hav; a chance to
73 with 1 :56 left in the game.
wm, Nixon com:nented;, Some of the
"She is the best athlete on the court fouls were questionable.
and she was looking to score " Knight
The two teams fought back and forth
said of Rhodes.
'
in the first half with eight ties and
Knight was also impressed with the seven lead changes. Center Shannon
play of Brown, who replaced Green at Ki~g pace~ UCF ~th nine first h~lf
the point guard position after Green pomt~ while Skagms led Mercer with
injured her knee in Saturday's game.
13 po11~1ts.
.
.
.
Knight noted: "The difference beBesides leading the team_m scormg,
t ween the two [Brown and Green] is Brown also led the team with five asthat Anessa looks to score where as sists and seven steals. Rhodes finished
Brinda looks to set up plays."
with 16 points in 16 minutes ~hi1e
The Lady Knights went on top to ~mmer ~d Stark Welch fi~ished
stay after a three-point play by Kacie with 12 p~mts e~ch. Fayetta Robinson,
Kemmer broke a tie game to open the the teams leading scorer, was held to
second half. Brown then scored the eight points but led the team with 11
Lady Knights' next six points. Mercer
stayed close behind the inside-outside
SEE B-BALL PAGE 11
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UCF point guard Brinda Green shoots a layup in a recent Lady Knights game.
Green hopes to return to the lineup soon after injuring her knee.

UCF basketball future brightened by leeks
by Bill Foxworthy

.

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

UCF forward Ken Leeks is
more than just a freshman
who stands head and shoulders above everyone.
He is also a man with a good

head on his shoulders.
Leeks, a six foot eight, 230
pound freshman, won the state
high jump competition and
was named to the all-state
track team in high school. He
also averaged 20 points per
game in basketball.

He went straight from a
small town high school to
starting for UCF's basketball
team against big-league colleges. And he has done so with
an attitude and ability that
belies his age.
His first task was to master

the move from high school to ders. Wanting to remain in
college - a world Leeks found Florida while attending coltotally different.
lege, he chose UCF because of
"I could get away with a lot academics.
of things in high school," Leeks
"I saw UCF has a high
said. "Now I have to work graduation rate (for athletes),"
much harder and be more re- Leeks said. "And to me, that's
sponsible, in both school and important."
basketball. I like the competiLeeks is pursuing a degree
tion. It makes me better."
in psychology, an area that
The UCF men's basketball first caught his attention in
team was thrown into the fire high school.
of a December on-the-road
"Psychology first interested
stint that included duals with me in tenth grade," he said. ..
Top 20 teams Florida State "My father had subscribed to
and Iowa. And when the Psychology Today, and I r~ad
smoke had cleared, Leeks it."
emerged, leading the team in
On the court, Leeks doesn't
points and rebounds.
speak often, except for an occa"It was really hard," Leeks sional "good call to a referee.
said of the road trip. "But it
made me a better player. I'm
"I don't say much when rm
glad we did it.
in a game," Leeks said. "I'm
"When we're freshman onlythinkingabouthowtowin
playing in front of all those and about not making mispeople (15,000 against Iowa) takes."
and against top 10 teams I feel
He will talk about the UCF
if we can play with them we team, however. Leeks sees
can play with anybody," he better times ahead for it.
said.
"I ha ve a positive outlook,"
Leek s was recruited by Leeks said.
m any colleges, and had nar"Things will get better. rm ,
rowed his choice down to two looking forward to a lot of vicschools: Temple University tories and good things in the
and UCF. · ·
future.
""A10t0r-people tliohgn t -1 · · "Weget bettereveryday. We
was crazy for coming to. UCF can put up that extra effort
because Temple was number and we can win some games.
one (in the nation) at the time,"
And for himself, Leeks has ,
Leek s said.
the goal of playing in the NBA.
"But to me, a scholar ship · "If I keep getting bet ter,
from UCF was just as good as work harder and keep working
one from Temple.
on my game, I think I can make
"If you're good,,, Leeks says, it to the pros. But ifl don 1t, I'll
"things will work out no mat- be happy with my degree."
ter where you go."
His out look of the future
Leeks lives in Marianna, which lies ahead of him has
Florida, a town near the Florida-Georgia-Alabama bor=- ·SEE LEEKS PAGE 11
11

.LJCF-freshman Ken Leeks displays the leaping ability that won him a state high jump championship
in ·higtrsctroo1 -in a recent UCF basketb~ll game. Leeks leads the Knights in scoring and rebounds.

The entertainment and feature supplement of
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1988 was a high calorie, low fiber
'

4

Brickell and the New Bohe- the sixties. People played
mians, Michelle Shocked, Scruples and Pictionary and
The recipe for 1988: Take a Tracy Chapman, Julia consulted their crystals
rich helping of politics, busi- Fordham and Toni Childs. while eating anything but red
ness, sports and entertain- The princesses of bub- meat as long as it was blackment and sprinkle with scan- blegum pop Debbie Gibson. ened.
In fashion we moved
dal. Mix well. Set ingredients and Tiffany (whose album
Tiff
any
went
to
#
1
this
year)
through
bike shorts, long,
in a deep, crumbly crust of
social and envirorunental did well on the charts. Anita greasy hair, the sixties, tledisaster. Cover with a thin Baker, Basia and Salt'n'Pepa dye, holograms and acidwa bed jeans and into dark
layer of hope. Let bake at were also big names in '88.
jeans,
clean hair (preferably
365.
red or auburn), a cleaner,
Movies
1988 was a strange year.
Watching the news, it
1988 was a good year for more "French" look, and pale
seemed that if there wasn't a moviegoers, particularly for skin. That's right, tan is
"friendly takeover" in the those who enjoy comedy. absolutely out.
business world, there was a
Scandals
sex, drug or marriage scandal, a natural disaster, or a
Scandals were big with 1V
plane crash.
evangelists, Jimmy the
Greek. theTysons and Marta
Desillers leading the pack
Music
Penthouse
had the scoop on
Musically, 1988 was a rich
year for variety~ The unlikely
by Suzannah Gayle Terry

with such films as A Fish
Galled Wanda, Who Framed
Roger Rabbit? , Hairspray,
The Good Mother, The Un·
bearable Lightness of Being
and Colors.

There were several good
foreign films this year such
as Babette's Feast (which
won an Academy Award for
Best Foreign Film). Wish You

mix of rap. heavy metal and
female folk singers topped
the charts. There was a
heavy international influ- Were Here, Cane Toads: An
ence in music from Australia Unnatural History and Boy(Midnight Oil, INXS) the U .K. friends and Girlfriends.
(Erasure, the Pet Shop Boys,
the Cocteau Twins), Israel
(Ofra Haza). Africa (Yossou
N'Dour), Iceland (The Sugarcubes). Latin America
(especially now with M1Vs
new Hispanic program "M1V
Internacional," and even
Czechoslovakia
(Basia
Trzetrzelewska).
Comebacks were made by
Greenwich Village darlings
Iggy Pop and Patti Smith; the
little guy with the big sex
One of the biggest disapappeal, Tom Jones; the Roll- pointments of the year was
ing Stones' legendary Keith Woody Allen's film SeptemRichards the Beach Boy's ber that tended to be more
Brian Wilson.
boring and morose than introspective.
Speaking of the film industry, the tinsel dropped on
our town this year as movies
and television shows were
filmed in Central Florida,
including Ernest Saves
Christmas, Superbay and
The New Leave It To Beaver.
Hurray for the New
Holly(cheap labor)wood!

Trends
It was also a good year for
Trends ranged from
women in music. Folk influ- Donald Trump, to having
ences were seen in Edie yourownperfume, to reliving

.·

f.

. •

both Baker and Swaggert.
Freedomfest. originally
Nelson Mandella's 70th
Birthday Celebration caused
a furor when all references to
Mandella were taken out.
and when Whitney Houston,
not particularly a champion
of human rights, monopolized the show.

underfunded and the epidemic remained largely and
ignorantly blamed on male
homosexuals .
The environment suffered
the crippling effects of human disregard. Thousands
of acres of the equatorial rain
forests (which provide the
earth with most of its oxygen)
were destroyed. Hospital
waste washed up on
beaches, and improperly
disposed of toxic waste
campus this year included showed up everywhere, infuture Vice President Dan cluding in our neighboring
Quayle, Nobel Prize recipient city of Longwood where sevElie Weisel, comedian Jerry eral barrels of it were buried
Seinfeld, musician Stevie B. yards away from a water
and a rather large family of plant.
bats. (Only the bats reEven the once cherished
mained).
Olympics were tainted by
questionable judging, adverFarewells
tising ad nauseum and drug
In 1988 we said farewell to abuse.
entertainers Roy Orbison,
Mousey Alexander, Harris
Milstead (Divine). Anne
Ramsey (Mama from Throw
Mama From the Train). Nico
(chanteuse for tl1e Velvet
Underground),
John
Housman, Joe Besser (The
Three Stooges). John Carradine, Hillel Slovak (Red Hot
Chili Peppers), John Holmes
(porn star) and Andy Gibb.
Authors Robert A Heinlein
and Alan Paton died this year
as well as two Nobel Prize
recipients: Isidor Isaac Rabi
and Richard Feynman.

Hope

The Last Temptation of
Christ
caused people

throughout the country to
raise more of a furor than
they ever would over the issue of the homeless, the
AIDS epidemic or government elections.
The political environment
leading up to the 1988 Presidential elections had its
share of shame. We started
off the year with the IranContra scandal, the Willie
Horton thing, various sex
scandals, the qualifications
scandal, and general muckraking and image-projecting
that clouded the issues.
What a fiasco!

Disasters

More than anything, 1988
was a year of disasters.
Hundreds of people died in
plane crashes including the
recent terrorist bombing of
Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland.
Hurricanes, earthquakes,
bombings, drought. tornados and fires devastated
communities, cities and even
At Home
entire countries. Violence
Here at UCFwe celebrated continued with gang wars, a
the university's 25th anni- new wave of white supremversary. We paid high prices acy, and random incidents in
for parking in an inadequate our own nation: the Iraq used
number of spaces, we saw chemical warfare on the
the resignation of President Kurds; other'politically motiColboum, and we skipped vated violence continued
classes to watch the filming throughout the globe.
· AIDS research was still
of.. Superboy. Visitors on
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But there was cause for joy
and hope in 1988. SovietAmerican relations warmed,
Iraq and Iran agreed to a
cease-fire, South Africa
pulled out of Angola and attempts were made at making
settlement between the Palestinians and the Israelis.
Amnesty lnternational's
Human Rights Now Tour,
featuring Sting, Tracy
Chapman, Yossou N'Dour
and Bruce Springsteen. the
Smile Jamaica relief benefit
and other fests raised money
and global consciousness.
Two whales trapped in ice
were freed. Closer to home,
the Discovery made a successful launch and returned
our confidence in space exploration.

Recipe For 1989
Take a rich helping of politics, business, sports and
entertainment and sprinkle
with integrity. Mix well. Set
ingredients in a deep crust of
of social and environmental
awareness. Cover with a
thick layer of hope. Let bake
at 365.
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WhOopi fights ignorance with comedy Calendar
by Suzannah Gayle Terry

8:20 P.M. when the
curtain was raised in the Bob Carr
auditortum and a voice announced
..Ladies and gentlemen, Whoopi Goldberg."
In her usual casual attire of faded
jeans, a well-worn grey shirt, white
Reeboks, dark shades and a head scarf,
she greeted the audience with her very
own, very colorful rendition of 'ibe Star
Spangled Banner."
She told the audience that she had
been advised not to come to Orlando,
because "they're not gonna be able to
handle your ass."
Some people
couldn't. Several people left the auditorium during the more politically or verbally explicit parts of her program.
But Whoopi's explicit language isn't a
cheap vehicle for the sake of a laugh.
There's a purpose behind it. Whoopi
wants to shake up and wake up the
country on every level: political, social,
sexual, religious - you name it.
One issue that is especially strong in
Whoopi's mind is AIDS. While Whoop!,
in character as her alter ego, Fontaine,
said what a shame it was that some
people still blamed the AIDS epidemic
on a certain group of people, someone in
the audience shouted ...Faggots!" Livid
with anger, Whoopi retorted .. Ignorance
is not bliss. The audience responded with
a sta.n.d ing ovation.
Some of the matertal for the special
appeared in her HBO Comedy special
entitled Whoopi Goldberg's Fontaine:
Why Am I Straight? released this September. In this part of the show, her
character, the philosopher and junkie
Fontaine talks about straightening up
after a stint at the Betty Eord Clinic.
Although it was disappointing to see
some of the same matertal, it was saved

I

T WAS ALREADY

TOP TEN ALBUMS

by some changes
and by the spontaneity of the delivery.
Whoopi's story
about Elizabeth
Taylor's birthday
party got the biggest
laughs.
When you put a
chick from the
New York Projects
together with a
near senile and
Grand Bitch of
the Silver Screen,
Bette Davis, Bob
Dylan, Dionne
Warwick, and a
host of liposuctioned, breastaugmented. and
jewelry-dangling
Hollywood wives,
the results are
hysterical.
But Whoopi
didn't just preach
at her audience or
lambast them
with sarcasm.
She reached out
to them. Unlike
MCA Records
many comedians
or performers Whoopi Goldberg's characters Fontaine and "Old Raisin's"
who.keep the au- Jomoicon housekeeper made on appearance at Bob Corr
dience at bay . Auditorium.
Whoopi invited
Finally, Whoopi wished the audience
participation.
At one point Whoopi even led a well, promised to return, and made a
chain of front row guests through the special New Year's request. She asked
audience, bouncing to some lively reg- everyone to look for food and clothes
gae. As she returned to the stage, she that they lmow they are not going to use,
cut loose in a dance that prompted the and take them to any shelter for the
rest of the audience to let loose themselves.
SEE WHOOPI PAGE 3

Week of January 1, 1989

This list Is complled by the number of albums, cassettes, and
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music and Video.

1. Shooting Rubber Bands Al
The Stats
Edie Brickell & New
Bohemians
2. Silhouette
KennyG.
3. Original Soundtrack for

Cockan
Various Arttsts
4. Best of Reetwood Mac

Fleetwood Mac
5. Apetlte for Destruction

6. Raffle'n'Hum
U2

7. Delicate Sound of
Thunder
Pink Floyd
8.Prlde
White Lion
9. Volume I
Travelling Wllburys
1o. Guns'n'Roses Ues
Guns'n' Roses

Guns'n'Roses

Duran Duran back again
~

Album

Springsteen settles; Jerry files
Tunnel of Love?

Bruce Springsteen and Julianne Phillips have decided to
settle their divorce out of
court, but no papers have
hood sweetheart Mary Poole,
been signed as of yet.
in the approprtately Gothic
Worth Abbey, a monastery in
So Sue Myself
John Fogerty, the former Sussex, England.
leader of Creedence Clearwater Revival, has finally won a Pig-A-Boo
verdict of "not guilty" in a Siouxsie Sioux of Siouxsie
self-plagiarism suit with his and the Banshees has
1985 comeback hit 'The Old adopted a pet pig at the LonMan Down The Road." Self- don Zoo. The pig, named
Gregory, was evidently on
plagiarism??
the Zoo's "Most Unwanted"
Byrne Intemaclonal
list.

Dirty Laundry

BrazU Classics .f: Beleza

Tropical, a collection of Brazilian pop music compiled by
Talking Heads' David Byrne,
due to be released this month
by Sire Records.

such bands as Duran Duran, Wild Man Goes Bust
Culture Club and Human 'ibe Killer," Jerry Lee Lewis,
League. Duran Duran were a legendary rocker and wild
happening club band in the man has filed for bankStates in 1981 and 1982 ruptcy. (Looks like it's time to
from their tours of college find a little nubile rtche.
campuses and post-punk Another cousin perhaps?)
clubs, and they boasted a Meanwhile a movie is being
core group of fans 1n New made of his life starling
York and L.A. That was be- Dennis Quaid.
fore M1V. That was before
by Claudia Rebaza
the teenybop thing. That was Mars Needs What?
also before Seven and the Look for a compilation album
•BigThing
by local artists called Mars
Ra.gged·
Tiger.
Artist: Duran Duran
It was just their bad luck Needs Tuna. Produced by
Producer: Duran Duran,
Jonathan Elias and Daniel that when Duran Duran Spacefish Records, the
broke big, they were busy album features Bloody Mary,
Abraham
supporting their weakest Love Gods In Leisure Suits,
Target Earth and Damage.
ACK IN 1HE EARLY eighties, · album ever, Seven and the
when rock dinosaur Ra.gged Tiger.
With Not.ortous they al- Love Cats
bands were dominatThe Cure's Robert Smith
ing American charts, it was
SEE ALBUM PAGE 3 recently married his childstlll cool to know and play

B

Baby For Terence
Terence Trent D'Arby and his
girlfrtend Mary started the
new year with a new baby
girl. Weighing just over four
pounds, Serafina was born
on New Years Day. Also, look
for Terence's second album
this sprtng.
2Rude
For the past several months
rap band 2 Live Crew's
album Luke Skywalker has
caused quite a stir. Several
arrests have been made for
selling the album, considered by · some as pornographic. Guess those people
have never heard of Frank
Zappa.

1'ears For Cheers
Legendary actress Myrna
Loy said, on being honored at
the Kennedy Center for her
life's work in the film industry, "was stunned. I cried one
eyelash off."

• Connells
The Beach Club Cafe will
present the North Carolina
band, The Connells on January 14.
Opening will be the local
band Granddad. 1Tickets are
$7 in advance at Murmur.
Waxtree and East-West Records and $9 at the door.
n Circle Jerks
The band, Circle Jerks, will
appear at Visage in Orlando
on January 12. Tickets are
$10 in advance and $12 at
the door.
• Duran Duran
Duran Duran will appear at
the Sun Dome at the University of South Florida in
Tampa at 8 p.m. on Friday.
January 13. Tickets are
$17.50 and available a t TicketMaster.
~
• Enzian Theater
The two films, Spike of
Bensonhurst, a comedic
portrayal of the erosion oftraditional values, and Mama
Turns 100, a black comedy
With a plot to murder a 100
year old matriarch on her
birthday, willplayfromJanuary 12-22. For times and
other information call the
Enzian at 644-4662.
•Symposium
A symposium presented by
the UCF Department of English called "Black Women
Writers in American Literature" will take place January
18-20 and will feature guest
speakers Trudier Harris. Ph.
D. , and Deborah McDowell,
Ph.D .. and Toni Cade Bambara. For more information
call the English Department
at 275-2212.
• Stryper
Heavy metal Christian band
St:ryper will appear in concert
January 12 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Lakeland CMc Center, located at 700 West Lemon
Street in Lakeland. Opening
for Stryper will be the band
J etboy. Tickets are $1 7 and
are available at TicketMaster
and at the civic center.
• Scottish Games
The annual Scottish Highland Games, featuring bagpiping, sheepdog herding
trials, athletic games and
Scottish food, will take place
onJanuary 14, 9a.m.-5p.m.,
at the Central Florida Fairgrounds, located on West
Colonial Drive in Orlando.
Tickets are available at the
fairgrounds and are $7 for
adults, $3 for children ages 612, and free ages 5 and under. For more information
call (407) 886-1036.
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Melanie Griffith
rises to the top
in 'Working Girl'
by Daphne Sands

W

ITH THEIR HAIR

Pil..ED Up SO

high and faces made up so
garishly that they make
Tammy Bakker look like the Ivoty
girl, it is no wonder that the secretaries of the new film, Working Girl. ,
never reach the top of the corporate
ladder.
At least this is the advice the unscrupulous and successful Kathleen
Parker (Sigourney Weaver) gives to
her new secretary Tess McGill
(Melanie Griffith). Jack Trainer (Harrison Ford) proves that not all successful business people have to be
cutthroats. He can be insecure, and,
on occasion, even chivalrous.
When Tess passes out after too

and, most important, the desire that
Tess encompasses.
It is this desire that gtves her the
courage to take over her boss' office
while her boss is confined to the hosin Broadcast News, portrays Tess' pital with a broken leg. Tess plays exbest friend, Cyn. Cyn is undoubtedly ecutive in hopes of selling her ideas
the scariest of all the secretaries with before Katharine can return and
her rainbow-colored eyeshadow and steal it from her.
rock hard hair.
Melanie Griffth never lets the
Her loyalty to Tess ls constant and viewer forget that only weeks before.
we remember her more for being a Tess was a secretary. With this, Grifgood friend than for being the perpe- fith contributes a feeling of adventrator of every fashion faux pas ture to the film. The audience is never
known to woman- - - - - - - - - - - sure exactly when
kind. Despite the
Katharine will reTwentletlTCentUfV Fox
strong performances
turn orwhetherTess
will be discovered.
Melonie Griffith (Tess McGill), Si- by the rest of the cast
ls Melanie
Tess represents
gourney Weaver (Katherine Porker) this
Griffith's
film.
Third
every
human being's
and Harrison Ford (Jock Toiner) star in
billing or no, Griffith
dream: to surpass
the comedy-drama Working Girl.
is the real star here.
everyone's expectamuch tequila, Jack takes her to his
She moves deftly
tions and achieve
apartment and lets her sleep it off through the transforgreatness.
without taking advantage of her.
mation between secMelanie Griffith
Sigourney Weaver gives an retary and mover and
truly achieves this.
excellent perlonnance,finding hu- shaker.
Her performance
mor and eccentricity in an otherwise
Griffith always
helps make Working
steely character.
manages · to convey
Girl one of the best
Joan Cusack, fresh from success the fear. uncertainty
films of last year.

Movie
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BRIDAL AND DRESS SHOP
and

SIOUFFER

ORJANDO RESORT
present

A showcase of the
season's latest
Apparel and Services.

FREE ADMISSION
BRIDES 01ld GUESTS

SUNDAY, JANUARY 15, 1989
6:00 P.M.

SIDUFFER
ORLANDO RESORT
AT Sea World

RECEPTION
FOLLO WI NG FASHI ON SHOW

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS IN PRIZES ;
FOR RE:SERVATIONS and INFORMATION
CALL: 896-0851

WEDDING EXTRAVAGANZ·A '89

and take them to any shelter
for the homeless, AIDS hospice or needy people.
With Michael Jackson's
Man In The Mirror playing in
the background, Whoopi said
her farewells. A dry eye would
have been hard to find as the
crowd left the auditorium.

ALBUM FROM PAGE 2
most brought it all together
again (minus two members.
guitarist Andy Taylor and
drummer Roger Taylor). Notorious was meant to be a
dance-funk album but it
didn't quite make it. Now
with Big Thing they've finally
put a good twist on their
roots.
The album opens with an
urban beat and basso backing vocals on the title track
This segues into the gutsy
dance rhythms of their first
single, "I Don't Want Your
Love" and their current
single "All She Want Is." The
first side closes out with
"Drug ls Just A State of
Mind," an all out attack on
the dance floor.
Side two is as meditative
as side one is danceable, A
Beatle-esque synthesizer is
the highlight of "Do You Believe In Shame," ajoint tribute to band fiiend Andy
Warhol and their late produ<;er Alex Sadkin. Although
"Palomino" has rather banal
lyrics.the seductive synthesizer and the catchy chorus
stay on your mind like a
mantra.
The album closes with
what is billed as two songs
but sounds like one, called
"Edge of America" and "Lake
Shore Driving." Although
U2's "Bullet the Blue Sky"
gives a better picture of
America than this attempt. le
Bon still comes up with some
good imagery. The song ends
with a type of u rban-crawl
guitar work by former Missing Persons member Warren
Cuccurullo, which cuts off
abruptly. urging the listener
to continue exploring for
themselves.
Any more like this and
Duran Duran fans may be
laughing last.

THE UCF STUDENT GOVERNMENT .
21st SENATE
WELCOME BACK

SENATORS
( left to right )
BACK ROW
Sen. Jim Speake , Sen. Richard "Zeke" Zucaro, Sen. Dan Pelletier, Sen. Fernando Santos, Pro Tern. Fred Schmidt
Sen. Jay Taylor, Sen. Matt Boucher, Vice President-Ross Wolf, Sen. Joe Ferrari, Sen. Jeff Eberle, Sen. Jerry Suiter
Sen. Sean Brannan, Sen. Jorge Cadiz
MIDDLE ROW
Legislative Advisor-Scott Jenkins, Sen. David Mann
FRONT ROW
Sen. Jeannie Drapier, Daytona Campus Sen. Denise Fair, Sen. Tom Joseph, Sen. Kelly Wiggins
C«l.brotin120 y....,~ of&n1icr
Sen. Lisa Schmidt, Brevard Campus Cathy Taylor, Sen. Dana Botye, Sen. Barbara Papaleo
1968-88
•
Senate Sec. Asst. Heather Lewis, Sen. Lori Dickes, Sen. Jamie Cox, Sen-At-Large- Gordon Miranda, Sen. Chris Bordinaro, Sen. Chris Toutikian, Sen. Cheryl
Jensen, Sen. Suzanne Loflin, Sen. Liz Swanson, South Orlando Campus Sen. Michelle Romard, Sen Jeff Laing, Sen. Travis Gunder, Sen. Nick Evangelo, Sen.
Scott Bowden
NOT PICTURED
Sen. Christine Hemendez, Sen. Carmen Mandato, Sen. Walter Robinson, Sen. Diane Scanlon, Sen. Brian Franklin, Sen. Susan Hcakerty, Sen. Mary Sue
Cameron, Sen. Andy Worral
·

